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With our revolutionary Pay-For-Performance platform we're one of the very few SEO companies on the market that are 
able to guarantee results. With this breakthrough platform, we offer unique terms & conditions, where instead of paying 
monthly non-refundable fixed costs the customer only pays for specific keywords that have ranked for each day out of 
the calendar month only on the TOP 1-10 positions. We will only invoice the customer for each specific keyword that had 
made it to Google/Bing/Yahoo TOP range based on a given number of calendar days (for each day separately) on when 
that position held itself up within a monthly calendar period. With NetTonic your expenditures are guaranteed to be 2-3 
times less if compared to any other SEO company out there. The quality of work that you will receive from NetTonic will 
be the same whether you are paying £1,000 a month or £20,000, the only difference will be the amount of work we can 
do. 

NetTonic Pay for Performance Marketing Strategy 
 

At NetTonic, we provide comprehensive online marketing solutions of varying complexity across dozens of sectors aimed 
at delivering superior visibility on the world's leading search engines, enabling you to get the most potential out of the 
rapidly evolving World Wide Web.  

With several years of extensive expertise in online marketing we understand that it's just not enough to be at the top of 
the search engines. We put you at the front of your industry at a cost which is based on the concept of reward; you pay 
only when results are achieved.  

Pay for Performance Service 

Take advantage of an extremely large number of desired keywords and key phrases, while only paying for actual visitors 
to your website. You only pay for Google/Bing/Yahoo! results on the 1st page. If you don’t reach at least 10th position, 
you don’t pay anything. With our performance-based SEO you can expect: 

 A single affordable up-front bond to launch the campaign. 

 Ability to fix your maximum invoice value: If you do not want to exceed for example £1,500 per month we will recommend 
best key phrases to provide maximum return on investment.  

 Guarantees on what we will deliver, if we don't accomplish results you don't pay us. There are no risks involved. 

 Competitive Cost-Effective Pricing: Every customer is treated individually with unmatched attention and courteousness. Our 
custom-built pricing packages are designed to fit just about any internet marketing budget. 

 You pay only when your terms are ranked on page 1 of Google 

 Independent ranking verification using serpbook.com 

 Money back, and additional free services if we do not achieve our guarantees within the given timeframes 

 Responsive Sales Team that gets you clear answers with minimal wait times and limited gate-keeping. 
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Process 

1. NetTonic will undertake keyword research based on your industry competition. Report will contain information 
relating to: 

a. Number of estimated monthly searches in UK for each term 
b. Cost based on the phrase being positioned on Google Page 1 positions 1 to 10 
c. Equivalent Cost Per Click comparison 
d. Estimated total cost per month to be invoiced 

2. Client decides what key word phrases will be included in the campaign 
3. Based on number of keywords and competition the agreed bond will be invoiced. 
4. On receipt of bond NetTonic will commence Proof of Performance service 
5. Client invoiced only when key phrases  rank on Page 1  

Deliverables 

Primary SEO Audit 
  

Link-Building 
 Website health check-up  

 Press-Release  POA 

Index health check-up  
 Guest Blogging  

Google Webmaster Tools check-up  
 Directory Submission  

Competitive analysis  
 Social Bookmarking  

Deep competitive analysis   Web 2.0 environment  

On-page optimisation   Video Sharing  

Title optimisation  
 Secret Recipe For Backlinks  

Headings optimisation  
 Deep interlinking POA 

Meta tags optimisation  
 Social Signals for SEO  

Content optimisation  
 Facebook Fan Page  

Image optimisation  
 Twitter Account  

Creating robots.txt  
 YouTube channel  

Creating sitemap.xml   Pinterest board(if applicable)  

Google Webmaster Tools Integration  
 LinkedIn company page(if applicable)  

Google Analytics Integration  
 Social vote buttons integration  

DMOZ website preparation  
   

DMOZ submission  
   

Reporting     
Personal online portal  

 Traffic analytics  

Rankings live 24/7 reporting  
 Backlink analytics  
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Keyword Research Example  

 
Typical Monthly Invoice Calculation - Client selected 14 key phrases the invoice has been calculated based = Daily Position x 
Cost per Term  
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Some commonly asked questions are below. 
 
How many keywords/phrases can I include in my campaign? 

 

NetTonic will produce a spread sheet showing recommended and relevant keywords that if ranking would drive traffic to 
your website. Every campaign must include a minimum of 15 terms with no maximum 
 
Is there a minimum contract length? 
 
NetTonic will work tirelessly to increase the rankings of your keywords and as such require a minimum of 6 monthly invoice 
payments. Your first invoice is likely to be very small and occur around month 3, depending on the competition for your 
keywords.  
 
* What happens to my initial security bond if I decide to cancel? 
 
Your security bond paid at the start of the campaign is refundable based on following conditions:  
        
 Bond Payment Greater Than £5,000 – 75% Refundable 
 Bond Payment Between £2,500 - £4999 – 50% Refundable 
 Bond Payment less than £2,499 – 25% Refundable 

    
Can I Expect Monthly Reports And Good Communication From NetTonic? 
 

Because NetTonic views its clients as business partners we maintain high levels of communication during all phases of 
the campaign.  In addition to the technician the account manager typically reviews the progress of the campaign on a 
monthly basis.  The monthly reports that you receive outline (1) what NetTonic has accomplished during the previous 
month, (2) what your technician is observing with the progress of the campaign, and (3) what his specific 
recommendations are moving into the next month.   

 


